
Versatile and functional 
the breed for you 

Thinking about investing in a beef breed? Take a look at Beef Shorthorn



Beef Shorthorn is the native breed with a rich past, a dynamic 
present, and one that is fit for future purpose.

Beef Shorthorn is undergoing massive resurgence; a 60% increase in 
pedigree registrations since 2012, and documented by Defra as the fastest 
growing native breed. Those trends are credited to breeders who have 
selected for specific modern maternal performance traits whilst retaining 
the breed’s native characteristics. 

Added together, Beef Shorthorn is meeting demand from commercial 
producers, primarily for a modern functional suckler cow. Demand has 
further accelerated since Morrisons rolled out the first ever supermarket 
Shorthorn Beef brand.

Beef Shorthorn has a long and distinguished history. The breed evolved 
over the last two centuries from Teeswater and Durham cattle found 
originally in the North East of England; in1822, the first pedigree herdbook 
was published – for Beef Shorthorn cattle. Since then, Beef Shorthorn 
genetics have been globally used in developing over 40 different breeds.

Native breeds came under increasing pressure in the 1960s and 1970s 
following the invasion of the Continental breeds, however after three 
decades they were back in vogue. Beef Shorthorn is amongst those 
witnessing a major turn-around.
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The story so far...



If you are considering establishing a pedigree beef herd, then 
think Beef Shorthorn. 

Females excel at

•  Calving ease – low birthweight

•  Docility

•  Milkiness and fertility

•  Hardiness – ability to winter outdoors

•  Feed efficiency – they’ve excellent foraging ability

Overall, the breed is a perfect fit for low input systems.

Beef Shorthorn is offering 

• high health status: all registered animals offered at Beef Shorthorn 
Cattle Society official sales are from CHeCS approved health scheme 
herds.

• a solution as a functional suckler cow: Beef Shorthorn is finding a ready 
market amongst commercial suckler producers who are discovering the 
breed fits the gap following the demise of quality replacements sourced 
from the dairy sector.

• added value: cattle surplus for breeding purposes are eligible for 
Morrisons Shorthorn Beef scheme. The brand is also increasingly 
appealing to high street butchers and farm shops.
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Why Beef Shorthorn...?
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The package...

Investing in Beef Shorthorn means taking a stake in one of the 
leading native breeds within the pedigree beef sector in terms 
of performance recording, health and linear classification. The 
breed also offers the added bonus of unrivalled eating quality.

Linear classification

Beef Shorthorn was the first beef breed society to offer this additional tool 
designed to help identify females with strong maternal traits and good 
structural soundness, and in turn enable breeders to make more informed 
selection decisions. The service is delivered by independent professional 
classifiers. Each individual’s final score together with the ranking - Excellent 
being the top grade, is automatically appended to the animal’s name and 
made visible on its pedigree certificate, Breedplan record and in sales 
catalogues.   

Delivering unequalled eating quality

Beef Shorthorn’s intramuscular fat lends to both its superb tenderness and 
flavour.

Butchers and farm shops up and down the country stocking Beef Shorthorn 
beef are reporting that their customers keep coming back for more, whilst 
eating quality has been officially confirmed by Morrisons trained taste 
panels and tenderness testing.

In fact, Morrisons customers have also demonstrated a high level of 
confidence in Beef Shorthorn. 2016 witnessed the culmination of the 
Beef Shorthorn Cattle Society working for six years in partnership with 
Morrisons - the sole UK supermarket, to develop the Shorthorn Beef brand 
supply chain launched in over 100 stores. Customers have enjoyed to such 
a degree, that the brand is currently being rolled out to all Morrisons stores 
UK-wide.
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Performance recording

Beef Shorthorn breeders are actively future proofing their herds; they are 
implementing Breedplan, the society’s performance recording register 
which is enabling them to carefully select within the breed for specific traits 
reflected in Estimated Breeding Values (EBVs) which predict an animal’s 
genetic performance and how the individual’s offspring will perform.

The Beef Shorthorn Cattle Society has made a commitment to developing 
the breed as a damline by introducing Self Replacing Index (SRI), an index 
which specifically evaluates maternal traits.

High health

Beef Shorthorns can be purchased with confidence; the society was 
exemplary in being the first UK breed organisation to insist that all registered 
animals offered at official society sales are from herds that are members 
of an approved Cattle Health Certification Standard (CHeCS) scheme and 
have been blood tested for BVD and IBR unless the cattle come from herds 
already accredited by a CHeCS scheme for those diseases. The herds must 
also be testing for Johne’s.

Each individual animal’s status can be found in the sale catalogue and on 
the official pen card displayed at point of sale. 
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Beef Shorthorn was our choice of 
breed when we moved to farm in 
Cumbria back in 1999. 

We strongly felt that the breed was ideally 
suited to the environment and a low input 
system, one that was less susceptible to input 
price changes, and had the opportunity to 
develop quality outputs for premium niche 
and developing markets.

Almost two decades on and those initial 
reasons are still valid. The Beef Shorthorn’s distinct brand has helped us to build a 
thriving farm retail sales business featuring home reared and finished beef hung for 
a minimum three weeks. We offer a range of Shorthorn Beef cuts available on line, at 
farmers markets and food fairs throughout the north of England and Scottish Borders. 
Helen also runs a growing event catering business.

Andrew and Helen Tomkins, Hallsford Farm, Cumbria - 25 breeding cows

Morrisons premium backed Shorthorn Beef scheme 
led us to consider introducing a new finishing 
enterprise. Having turned over 350 head of Beef 
Shorthorn sired steers a year, including bought 
in stores, finishing is proving to deliver a viable 
additional income stream.

It was the native breed’s strong maternal traits coupled 
with its docility and hardiness that initially attracted 
us to introducing the breed to our suckler herd. Ten 
years on and that infusion of Beef Shorthorn genetics 
has also delivered hybrid vigour - just what we were 
seeking towards a functional suckler cow.

Whilst heifers are retained as suckler replacements, the entire crop of steers are now 
taken through to finished target weight on homegrown forage for the Morrisons scheme. 
They’re achieving an average 0.6kg daily deadweight gain from birth to finishing at 16 to 
20 months and grading mainly R4L - a commendable performance. 

Robert Marshall, farming with his father, Robbie and uncle, Norman, Kincraigie, 
Aberdeenshire
500 suckler cows

Beef Shorthorn - fitting a diversity of systems
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We introduced Beef Shorthorn as 
an added value enterprise to our 
mixed farming operation over 15 
years ago. 

Whilst the herd has proved to generate a useful 
source of income from breeding stock and the 
remainder finished for Morrisons Shorthorn 
Beef scheme, that’s not all.

We now farm 3,000 acres in four different units each 
with different soil types, some of which is only suited 
for grazing. Consequently, the cattle make best use of 

this grassland, they utilise straw and in return produce valued FYM.

Furthermore, Beef Shorthorn has proved to be the breed of choice because it is 
straightforward to deal with - it is easy to calve, and has a quiet nature and is easy to 
handle which is important when we are working with a relatively large number of animals 
over different units.

Charles Horton, Poulton Fields Farm, Gloucestershire - 100 breeding cows

We’ve turned what started out over 10 years 
ago as a serious hobby herd into an enjoyable 
investment for the future whilst reaping rewards 
in the marketplace, thanks to the current 
resurgence in the breed. We’re annually selling 
up to 12 animals UK-wide for breeding purposes, 
along with semen.

Neither of us come from agricultural backgrounds, 
but farming in our own right became an ambition. 
We got into Beef Shorthorn after I bought Tracy 
a heifer for her birthday. Docility and ease of 
management, particularly when it came to calving, 
were very important since Tracy is hands-on and 
totally responsible for the farm’s day to day running whilst I’m away weekdays with my 
transport business. We also liked Beef Shorthorn’s strawberry roan colour markings and 
we were keen to promote this native breed, it’s part of our northern heritage.

We’ve gone on to achieve far more than we ever anticipated, gradually expanding the 
herd, carefully selecting genetics and acquiring more land in a short space of time. We’ve 
also been successful in the showring - it’s a fantastic shop window. The next challenge 
is to acquire more land to expand the herd and achieve an even more viable enterprise.

Mark and Tracy Severn, Brick Green Farm, West Yorkshire - 15 breeding cows



Where to buy
The Beef Shorthorn Cattle Society stages its annual official sales at the following venues

Stirling, United Auctions - February, May, October
Carlisle, Harrison & Hetherington - May

Worcester, McCartneys - September
Skipton, CCM - November

For breeders in your area see www.beefshorthorn.org

For further details about the society, the regional clubs and for a new member’s pack please see 

www.beefshorthorn.org | info@beefshorthorn.org | 01738 622478 | F +T


